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moothWave i200

Coupled Radiofrequency Technology
4.0 MHz Monopolar and 1.7MHz Bipolar

SURGICAL PRECISION
& TISSUE PRESERVATION

As the developer of 4.0MHz RF surgical technology, Mr. Alan Ellman has created Soniquence
to provide physicians with surgical precision, versatility, and safety unmatched by other
electrosurgical and laser technologies. Using a 4.0MHz output frequency that is over
8 times greater than that of electrosurgical devices, Soniquence generators create
microscopic lateral heat while cutting and coagulating, thereby protecting surrounding
tissue from unwanted thermal injury. The result is improved healing results with fewer
complications typically caused by excess lateral heat.

In this study the temperature at the ball tip of the electrode is measured by
a thermocouple touching the electrode tip for a fraction of a second. The
temperature gathered for the 3mm ball probe tip was 70°C. During this study,
the ball probe was held in one place or slowly moved in circular motions.
The results of this heat spread study show that with the Smoothwave i200 the
tissue temperature drop at distances of 1mm, 2mm and 3mm from the tip is
dramatic regardless of the power setting on the machine. This study represents
settings ranging from 15-30. Therefore less tissue “charring” is seen with the
Smoothwave i200, compared to other generators when used at regular power
settings. This holds true for results achieved with Soniquence tips.

BIPOLAR TURBO & TISSUE MATCHING INTELLIGENCE

Soniquence’s SmoothWave Tissue Matching
Technology ensures a smooth cut through various
tissue types by adapting RF modes according to
the tissue’s water content.
Smooth cut through various soft tissues

Pure Cut Waveform

Temperature Study*

Soniquence represents Alan Ellman’s return to office and hospital-based surgical
specialties with new technology and brings coupled 4.0 MHz and 1.7 MHz RF technology
into the 21st century. This new technology introduces clean, smooth high frequency
waveforms for improved monopolar, bipolar and introducing Bipolar Turbo modalities.

Soniquence has evolved Smoothwave technology
to include Bipolar Turbo for the coagulation of
larger bleeding vessels and bipolar dissection.
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• Hemostasis of active bleeding
• Treatment of telangiectasia (spider veins)
• Epilation of hair and eye lashes

RF Filtering that automatically matches tissue impedance from 50-2000 ohms thereby
providing consistent results through various soft tissue (skin, fat, mucosa, gingiva, etc..)
Pulse Width Modulation that produces pure clean waveforms for Cut, Blend, and Hemostasis settings
Unmatched precision and control
Three distinct modalities: Monopolar, Bipolar, Bipolar TURBO
Significantly less heat spread compared to traditional electrosurgical devices
Ease of use

POWER SETTING

Bipolar
Pinpoint Coagulation

DISTANCE

Revenue generating office and hospital based procedures
Versatility, efficacy, and precision in even the finest of tissues
Time saving
Less heat spread = faster and better quality healing results
No wound dehiscence
Less scarring
Clean biopsy specimens

Blend

• Tissue dissection
• Tissue shaving (lesion removal, etc..)
• Simultaneous hemostasis

Epidermis

The FEATURES

The BENEFITS

• Least lateral heat
• Preferable for skin incisions
• Biopsy specimens
• First intention healing

UNDERSTANDING THE WAVEFORMS

The TECHNOLOGY

• Ideal for coagulation in and around critical anatomy

Bipolar TURBO

TEMPERATURE
CELSUIS

*Data on file

• Coagulation of larger bleeding vessels
• Bipolar dissection
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